
Traffi  c signs and more:
Municipal Inventory Management
The management of traffi  c signs and street furniture is often very time-consuming for 
municipalities and building yards and still mostly done manually. oneIDentity+ helps you 
to change this.

Who can use the digital, municipal inventory 
management (KIV-digital)?

Municipalities, building yards and their external service 
 providers can use the KIV App to take inventory of their 
 existing traffic signs and later check them as part of the traffic
  safety inspections required by law.

Manufacturers of traffic signs benefit as well. By marking their 
 traffic signs with a serialised code directly during production 
 and transmitting it to the KIV platform, they save their custo-
 mers the time-consuming task of taking inventory.

What does KIV-digital offer?

 For municipalities: Provision of serialised codes (labels),
  compliant with global GS1 standards in order to take inven-
 tory of existing traffic signs
 For manufacturers: Extensive functionality to serialise new 

 traffic signs
 Easy stocktaking (=digital capture) of existing traffic signs 

 using the KIV app, available for iOS and Android
 Fast and digital inspection of traffic signs with the KIV 

 App according to the leaflet (MQVS) as per MDV from the 
 FGSV

Storage of traffic sign data in a central database with 
 dedicated access rights
 Powerful portal for municipal employees to manage 

 traffic signs with a map and list view of all municipal traf-
 fic signs, automatically evaluate soon-expiring traffic 
 signs, display the traffic sign’s history and maintain the 
 users and settings of the municipality
 Great potential to further expand towards a system for 

 the complete management of street furniture and smart 
 city projects

Digitisation has also become a major issue in municipalities and city administrations. There is potential for optimisation in a wide 
variety of areas - for example, in the management of traffi  c signs and street furniture. Currently, this is often still done manually, is in-
effective and prone to errors. The digital management of traffi  c signs is a fi rst step towards a digital, municipal inventory management 
for street furniture etc. In cooperation with the global standardisation organisation GS1 Germany, oneIDentity+ GmbH has developed a 
comprehensive system which, among other things, provides a mobile application for cataloguing and monitoring traffi  c signs. All this 
is based on the standardised marking of traffi  c signs with a unique code which can be scanned by a mobile device at any time.
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What makes oneIDentity+ GmbH special?

We offer fl exible, mobile services based on worldwide valid 
standards for the challenges around product protection and 
Track & Trace – also for municipalities. As a subsidiary 
company of TecAlliance GmbH and solution partner of GS1 
Germany, oneIDentity+ GmbH is your neutral and reliable 
partner for your digital business.

The entire system at a glance:

Why choose KIV-digital?
 Central service platform for the digital management of traffic 

 signs and street furniture, based on global standards and 
 covering all municipalities and manufacturers
 Support of digital, mobile processes (e.g. inventory and traffic 

 safety inspections) based on products marked with a unique 
 code
 Individual complete solution from serialisation to traceability 

 and inventory maintenance

Benefi t from new possibilities!

For more information visit www.kiv-digital.de or 
just call us!

...for inspection and taking 
inventory

...to take inventory of existing
traffi  c signs (municipality)

...to mark new traffi  c signs 
(sign manufacturers)

...to store master data of 
traffi  c signs of all 

manufacturers and codes

...for the management of 
traffi  c signs by the
employees of the 

municipality
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